Defect-based quantum systems in wide bandgap semiconductors are strong candidates for scalable quantum-information technologies. However, these systems are often complicated by charge-state instabilities and interference by phonons, which can diminish spininitialization fidelities and limit room-temperature operation. Here, we identify a pathway around these drawbacks by showing that an engineered quantum well can stabilize the charge state of a qubit. Using density-functional theory and experimental synchrotron X-ray diffraction studies, we construct a model for previously unattributed point defect centers in silicon carbide as a near-stacking fault axial divacancy and show how this model explains these defects' robustness against photoionization and room temperature stability. These results provide a materials-based solution to the optical instability of color centers in semiconductors, paving the way for the development of robust single-photon sources and spin qubits.
S olid-state defects have emerged as candidate systems for quantum-information technologies related to nanoscale sensing and communication [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , building on the ability to engineer their crystallographic environments. The sensitivity and robustness of these systems are strongly dictated by their local environment influencing the charge state stability throughout their optical initialization and read-out cycles and spin coherence times 12, 13 . However, optical manipulation regularly results in undesired ionization processes, fluctuating the defect's charge state and functionality (see Fig. 1a -c) [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . These undesired nonradiative pathways are a recurring challenge with most point defect qubits, including the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond 14, 15, 20, 21 , the divacancy (VV) in silicon carbide (SiC) 7, 8, [16] [17] [18] 22 , and the silicon vacancy (V Si ) in SiC 9, 16, 23 .
Beside the already identified divacancy configurations (PL1-4 in 4H-SiC and QL1-6 in 6H-SiC) 7, [24] [25] [26] , related color centers with unknown atomic configurations (PL5-7 in 4H-SiC and QL7-9 in 6H-SiC) have been recently reported 7, 16, 18, 24, 27 . Unlike to the regular divacancy defects, the additional color centers demonstrate robustness against photoionization effects 16 and optical spin contrast persisting up to room temperature 7, 24, 27 . Identification and characterization of these stable emitters may be a key to find material-based solutions for stabilizing color centers against optical pumping.
Here, we demonstrate that a quantum well, defined by a Frank-type stacking fault 28 , stabilizes divacancies in their neutral charge-state. We provide complementary experimental evidence that such crystallographic configurations exist in commercially available SiC crystal substrates and associate the previously unattributed PL5-PL7 defects in 4H-SiC 7,24 to near-stacking fault divacancies predicted to form within the well's vicinity. Based on these findings, we outline an engineerable method to circumvent undesired ionization effects by manipulating the host material's local band structure. Local change in the crystal lattice stacking order creates a quantum well that lowers the ionization energy of a point defect's dark state (see Fig. 1d ). This energy reduction, in turn, enables new optoelectronic transitions, allowing incident illumination to preferentially repopulate the desired point defect's bright state (see Fig. 1d ). The approach highlighted in this paper provides a materials-based solution to the optical instability problem of color centers in a variety of solid-state systems paving the way towards robust, defect-based singlephoton emitters and spin qubits.
Results
Numerical calculations. It has been suggested that quantum well structures in wide bandgap semiconductors allow for color center defects with properties distinct from their homologues in unperturbed bulk-like crystal environments 29 . If true, these local transition energy disturbances should allow for the reversal of undesired laser-induced bright-to-dark charge state effects by opening new dark-state ionization pathways. To study this, we model 4H-SiC (see Fig. 2a ) as a prototypical host material with known crystallographically defined quantum wells [30] [31] [32] [33] and color centers 7, 9, 34 . In this context, we investigate stacking faults (i.e. polytypic inclusions in 4H-SiC) as an intrinsic quantum well forming mechanism [35] [36] [37] , and the effects that these structures have on divacancy defect (two adjacent empty atomic sites) color centers in their vicinity.
The insertion of a single cubic SiC double layer (see Fig. 2c ) into the 4H-SiC primitive cell results in a Frank-type stacking fault (a 1FSF(3,2) fault in the Zhdanov notation) 28 as shown in Fig. 2d . The resulting stacking irregularity is seen to be indistinguishable from a polytypic 6H-SiC (see Fig. 2b ) inclusion in a 4H-SiC crystal 37, 38 . It has been shown that such stacking faults form quantum-well-like states that have been observed through photoluminescence (PL) [35] [36] [37] measurements in which the 6H in 4H polytypic inclusion was typically identified using the 482 nm PL-emission line 37 .
Building on these observations, we calculate the change in 4H-SiC band structure with a 6H polytypic inclusion (see Fig. 1e ). This stacking fault gives rise to energy states below the 4H-SiC conduction band minimum, effectively lowering the band-gap value (E g ) by~0.24 eV in its vicinity (up to~15 Å from the stacking fault). This calculation does not account for electron-hole interactions that may further reduce the local E g of the defective 4H-SiC host. Nevertheless, these results illustrate that even a single stacking fault can significantly change the local E g structure. This local change in accessible energy levels, and the changes in photoionization energies that occur as a result, influence the charge state stability of local point defects states 16 .
The effect of this quantum well structure on the different possible 4H-SiC divacancy sites was investigated. There are two inequivalent sites for both Si and C in the primitive cell of 4H-SiC (see Fig. 2a ). Consequently, point defects have multiple nonequivalent configurations that differ primarily in the makeup of their second and further neighbor shells. The configurations of a single site defect in the 4H polytype are marked by h or k, referring to a more hexagonal or cubic-like environment, respectively (see Fig. 2a-d ). This distinction leads to divacancy defects having altogether four possible configurations in 4H-SiC: hh, kk, hk, and kh. Additionally, depending on whether the V Si -V C axis is parallel or inclined (at~109.5°angle) to the c-axis, the divacancies can exhibit either high (C 3v ) or low (C 1h ) symmetry. Hereinafter, we refer to these configurations as axial and basal plane divacancies, respectively. In recent years, each of these photoluminescent VV configurations have been assigned to various qubits in 4H-SiC 7, 25, 39 .
In our calculations, we considered two sets of divacancy configurations within a single model: (a) divacancies in the nearstacking fault region, up to 5 Å away from the stacking fault; and (b) divacancy configurations in a more bulk-like environment, at least 14 Å away from the stacking fault. The near-stacking fault and bulk-like configurations are denoted with a suffix -ssf (single stacking fault) and −4H, respectively (see Fig. 2d ) with the prefix representing silicon and carbon vacancies in both hexagonal-like and cubic-like environment. In the context of the stacking fault, we distinguish three cubic-like and two hexagonal-like lattice sites: k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , h 1 , and h 2 (see colored area of Fig. 2d ).
To characterize these local configurations of interest, we calculated the hyperfine and zero-field splitting (ZFS) constants for the non-equivalent divacancy sites using density functional theory (DFT). When possible, these values are paired with experimental measurements of these quantities from ref. 40 . Both the theoretical and experimental results are summarized for axial and basal divacancy configurations in Fig. 3b -f (also in Supplementary Tables 1-4 ). From this, five divacancy groups could be identified based on their splitting constants, three (1-3) for the axial and two (4-5) for the basal plane configurations.
The hexagonal axial configurations (hh-4H, h
The majority of cubic-like configurations (kk-4H, k 1 k 1 -ssf, and k 3 k 3 -ssf) showing similar splitting within their respective groups to group 1. 3. The cubic-like k 2 k 2 -ssf divacancy presents an outlier splitting value compared to groups 1 and 2. This configuration forms in the stacking fault itself as shown in Fig. 2d .
Meanwhile, the basal plane divacancies for neighboring Si IIa and Si IIb nuclei sites as shown in Fig. 3a formed two subgroups, with distinct properties (see Fig. 3e and Supplementary  Tables 2-4 ). 4. The k 3 h 2 -ssf, h 2 k 2 -ssf, and bulk like kh-4H and hk-4H configurations. 5. The k 1 h 1 -ssf and k 2 k 1 -ssf basal configurations.
In sum, the k 2 k 2 -ssf, k 1 h 1 -ssf, and k 2 k 1 -ssf divacancy configurations diverge from their defect counterparts within the quantum well's influence.
These results show that a single 1FSF(3,2) Frank-type stacking fault in 4H-SiC has a marked perturbative effect on the spin density and derived properties of a large subset of the divacancy configurations in its region. Indeed, from the nine near fault configurations considered, three (one axial, and two basal plane) divacancies diverge from their bulk configurations. Interestingly, while the k 2 k 2 -ssf, k 1 h 1 -ssf, and k 2 k 1 -ssf configurations show differing hyperfine splittings and ZFS constants ( Fig. 3b-f and Supplementary Tables 1-4 ) as compared to their unperturbed bulk-like counterparts, they maintain their sought-after magnetooptical and PL characteristics (see Supplementary Tables 1-5) . Critically, the stacking fault also lowers the local conduction band minimum by~0.24 eV, while the local charge defect states do not shift towards the valence band maximum.
Coincidentally, this slight change to the local band-gap could result in a dramatic improvement in the charge dynamics. Divacancy defects in SiC have a zero-phonon line (ZPL) emission around 1.1 eV and generally require~1.3 eV to repump 16 . Lowering the local band-gap by 0.2 eV means that even at its lowest energy, the off-resonant pump laser can reset the charge state, resulting in significant improvements to charge stability. Therefore, the stacking fault opens pathways for the divacancy dark state (VV − ) to more readily repopulate the bright state (VV 0 ) 16 via excitation laser and single-photon ionization as depicted in Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 2 , stabilizing the qubit.
Experimental comparison. These results provide a means by which to interpret recent optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) 24 and PL 18 studies in 4H-SiC that reported unexpected divacancy-like color centers, labeled as PL5-PL7 7,24,27 and PL5'-PL6' 18 , that cannot be simply assigned to the known structural bulk 4H-SiC configurations (hh, kk, hk, kh) 25 . In many respects, the optical properties of these anomalous color centers observed in commercial 4H-SiC display properties of bulk divacancy configurations. However, unlike the ARTICLE known bulk divacancy centers 25 , PL5-7 show several outstanding characteristics, including stability during both roomtemperature ODMR measurements 7, 24 and photo-ionization studies 16 . Additionally, the PL intensity of these color centers is unaffected by the introduction of an appropriate re-pump laser 16 . This is in stark contrast to known bulk divacancy configurations that typically exhibit a many-orders-ofmagnitude change in their PL signal 16 . This charge stability points to the fact that the PL5-7 defect spin is preferentially in its bright charge state under continuous off-resonant excitation, much like the predicted behavior of near-stacking fault divacancy configurations under excitation laser repump conditions. However, point defect-stacking fault complexes are rarely reported in experimental work on high-quality crystalline SiC samples. For the assignment of PL5-7 to the distinct k 2 k 2 -ssf, k 1 h 1 -ssf, and k 2 k 1 -ssf configurations to be plausible, the commercially available 4H-SiC wafers, which have been found to commonly feature PL5-PL7 24 and PL5'-PL6' 18 signatures should harbor stacking faults as modeled above.
In order to validate this, we investigated multiple commercial sources of 0001-oriented (in Hexagonal Miller-Bravais indices notation) 4H-SiC wafers by means of X-ray diffraction at Sector 12 ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) (see the "Methods" section for technical details). Crystallographically, 1FSF(3,2) Frank-type stacking faults are synonymous with the presence of 6H polytypic inclusions in a bulk 4H crystal. We thus performed two types of X-ray measurements to isolate such 6H inclusions within several commercially available 4H crystals: (1) symmetric diffraction measurements were made of the crystal truncation rod in the vicinity of the 4H-(0004) and 4H-(0008) Bragg peaks to look for evidence of scattering contributions from a minority phase of 6H; and (2) non-symmetric diffraction measurements were performed at a scattering condition where 4H diffraction is forbidden, and 6H diffraction is allowed. Both measurements were designed to identify the presence of 6H inclusions that share lattice orientation with the 4H host, which would likely be the case for any 6H inclusion described by the 1FSF(3,2) stacking fault.
The results of the symmetric diffraction measurements are shown in Fig. 4a, b for one of the substrates tested. They show that the very strongly diffracting 4H-(0004) and 4H-(0008) Bragg peaks both feature weakly diffracting shoulders indicative of the presence of a second phase in the crystal with a slightly larger caxis interplanar spacing. Fitting of these peaks indicate that this minority phase has a c-axis interplanar spacing that is 0.05 ± 0.01% larger than that of bulk 4H-SiC. Further evidence of the presence of 6H inclusions is shown in the results of the nonsymmetric X-ray diffraction measurement (Fig. 4c, d) . The observation of 6H-ð10 14Þ and 6H-ð10 18Þ Bragg peaks where 4H diffraction is forbidden unambiguously demonstrate the presence of inclusions of the 6H polytype in the 4H host crystal. These results confirm that 1FSF(3,2) Frank-type stacking faults that result in 6H polytype inclusions in 4H-SiC are readily observed in typical commercial wafers. Specifically, from the data shown in Fig. 4 , we estimate a 0.128 ± 0.012 volume percent of 6H inclusions in that particular 4H wafer. Similarly, the synchrotron diffraction measurements we performed revealed the same fingerprints of 6H inclusions in all of the 4H materials investigated, with varying absolute quantities of volumetric fraction.
Though their origins and locations cannot be deduced from our X-ray measurements, these stacking faults have been reported to form preferentially near the surface in as-purchased SiC wafers, possibly induced by face polishing 41 . In this case, point defectstacking fault complexes would be expected in higher concentration in the near surface region of any commercially processed SiC sample. This prediction was verified via ODMR measurements in an inhomogeneous magnetic field to locate different axial divacancy color centers in the sample (see Supplementary Fig. 1a,  b) . Indeed, it can be confirmed that the spatial distribution of the PL6 center is significantly different from that of the hh, kk, hk, and kh (PL1-4) divacancies as a function of substrate depth. The hh, kk, hk, and kh divacancies were found to be uniformly distributed through the sample, whereas the PL6 qubits were concentrated near the surfaces, matching the expected distribution of stacking faults.
Building on these results, we propose that the as-yetunidentified divacancy-like color centers PL5-7 observed in commercial 4H-SiC are related to specific point defect structures positioned in the vicinity of a stacking fault that acts as a local quantum well within 4H-SiC. Specifically, based on our modeling of hyperfine splitting, our experimental measurement of 6H inclusions in 4H bulk, and our observation of surface dependence of PL6 signatures, we stipulate that the k 1 h 1 -ssf, k 2 k 2 -ssf, and k 2 k 1 -ssf configurations account for the previously unattributed PL5-7 signatures. The calculated hyperfine, zero-field-splitting, and ZPL magneto-optical parameters obtained for the k 2 k 2 -ssf configuration agree well with the experimental data reported for PL6 divacancy-related qubit (see Fig. 3 and Supplementary  Notes 2-4) . Consequently, we assign the k 2 k 2 -ssf stacking faultdivacancy configuration to the PL6 signature and the experimentally observed room temperature stability of the PL6 center is ARTICLE attributed to the quantum-well stabilization mechanism discussed above and depicted in Fig. 1d . Compared to the PL6 center, the basal-plane oriented PL5 and PL7 centers have more sparsely available experimental data. Nonetheless, they have several important experimentally observed similarities to the PL6 center, including similar optical-transition and spin-transition energies, a nearly identical ODMR stability with temperature, and a similar ODMR variation across wafers in multi-wafer studies 24 . These studies, in combination with our models, provide an understanding that the PL5 and PL7 centers are basal-plane-oriented homologues of the c-axis-oriented PL6 center. Although we cannot uniquely distinguish each center, we assign the PL5 and PL7 centers to the k1h1-ssf and k2k1-ssf subgroup configurations of 6H polytypic inclusions in 4H-SiC.
Discussion
We demonstrated that the quantum well of a stacking fault in 4H-SiC can give rise to a point defect qubit stabilization mechanism, without the application of a re-pumping laser 16 . Furthermore, we found an association between the Frank-type stacking faults in commercial 4H-SiC materials and the presence of the PL5-7 defect qubits. In this context, we were able to identify the PL5-7 (k 1 h 1 -ssf, k 2 k 2 -ssf, and k 2 k 1 -ssf) room-temperature qubits as divacancies in stacking-fault structures.
Our results demonstrate the prospect of utilizing proximity to stacking faults as a means to engineer and tailor the properties of divacancy complexes in SiC. Such an approach may provide a practical route to synthesize qubits with enhanced photoionization and room temperature stability, given that stacking faults are common low-energy defects in systems that display prolific polytypism. In SiC, stacking faults have been reported to form as a consequence of different fabrication treatments, such as doping 31 , implantation 42 , irradiation 43 , annealing 31 , plastic deformation 44 , surface polishing 41 , and even due to optical irradiation 45 . Any of these approaches can be harnessed to intentionally introduce stacking faults in specific locations of a 4H host crystal. Finally, recent developments in 3D engineering of defect creation [46] [47] [48] [49] make it possible to synthesize near-stacking fault divacancies.
The study of point defects embedded in extended defects 50 presents unique challenges and complexities as compared to that of point defects in single crystal bulk materials 29 . However, these structures also provide opportunities to broaden the palette of technologically applicable point defect qubits with superior functionality. We explore this general approach through the specific example of a single stacking fault in 4H-SiC that stabilizes divacancy qubits in its vicinity. Stacking faults 51, 52 , polytype inclusions 53 , and other means 54, 55 of generating local quantum wells are readily available in many semiconductor systems that are suitable hosts for point defect qubits. For example, diamond, an important material for optically addressable spin qubits, also contains stacking faults 51 . Moreover, our underlying theory of defect qubits in quantum wells could be generalized to many semiconductor systems 56 . Thus, tuning the optoelectronic properties of point defects via local quantum wells could be an important strategy for discovering a large and robust class of new spin qubits.
Methods
Computational methods. In our first principles DFT calculations, we use Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) 57 , a plane wave basis set of 420 eV, and the projector-augmented wave method (PAW) 58 to describe electronic states of different defective 4H-SiC supercells. Perdew-Burke--Ernzerhof (PBE) 59 and Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) 60 exchange correlation functionals are employed to include exchange-correlation effects of the many electron system at different levels of approximation. To preserve periodicity, two single stacking faults are included and placed 27.8 Å away from each other in our supercell models, which were fixed to have a total size of 55.7 Å in the c direction. The large axial size of the supercell allows us to calculate and compare near-stacking fault, as well as bulk-like divacancies using the same model by tuning the proximity of the defect to the stacking fault plane. Following the guidelines of refs. 25, 61 , the basal planar size as well as the k-point grid density are optimized for all the magneto-optical parameters calculated in this study. To obtain the most accurate ground state hyperfine tensors of first neighbor 13 C and second neighbor 29 Si nuclei, the HSE06 functional was used on a PBE relaxed supercell of 704 atoms with 3 × 3 × 1 k-point sampling. To obtain the ground state ZFS, we used a 1584 atom supercell with 2 × 2 × 1 k-point set, PBE Kohn-Sham wavefunctions, and our in-house implementation for the ZFS tensor calculation 62 . In our computational study we concentrated on the most reliable ground state hyperfine and ZFS data, and we also calculated the ZPL energies (see Supplementary Note 4) .
For the band structure calculations, we used the HSE06 60 hybrid functional, a 420 eV plane wave cut-off energy, and 12 × 12 × 6 and 12 × 12 × 1 k-point sets for 4H and the stacking fault model, respectively. It has been shown by a multireference method beyond DFT that HSE06 DFT functional provides accurate band structure and excitation energies of divacancy defects in SiC 63 .
X-ray measurements. The XRD experiments were carried out at beamline 12 ID-D of the APS, using a six-axis goniometer specifically developed for high-resolution crystal truncation rod X-ray studies. The sample that was studied was a (0001)surface-oriented 4H-SiC high purity semi-insulating wafer purchased from Cree Inc. An X-ray beam with a photon energy of 20 keV was used for all diffraction experiments. Two general diffraction geometries were used depending on the diffraction conditions targeted: symmetric (specular) and non-symmetric (offspecular). In specular X-ray diffraction, the incident and exit angle of the incoming and diffracted beams are equal, such that the photon momentum transfer (or qvector) is oriented along the surface normal. Since the (0001) crystallographic planes were parallel to the wafer surface, this specular diffraction geometry gave access to information about the (0001) layer spacing in the crystal. The nonspecular X-ray diffraction geometry was utilized to reach positions along an offspecular crystal truncation rod where 6H-SiC diffraction was allowed, but 4H-SiC diffraction was forbidden. Both geometries involved measurements of a crystal truncation rod along the out-of-plane c-axis crystallographic direction, known as Lscans. These were angular sweeps of appropriate goniometer axes that spanned equal spaced steps along the crystal truncation rod of interest, (000L) for specular and ð10 1LÞ for off-specular. The units of L in the figure are given as reciprocal lattice units of the 4H-SiC lattice. The (0004)/(0008) 4H and 6H diffraction doublets were fitted using Voigt doublets that accounted for consistent shape factors and intensity ratios within and throughout both diffraction windows, respectively. The volumetric fraction was approximated by using the ratio of areas for the diffraction doublets.
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